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Abstract 
The present study tries to consider the rhythmic athletic drills upon numerical memory of students suffering from learning 
disorders in Zanjan. The students in the study were all examined and screened based on their disorders. There were 58 subjects 
chosen at random and divided into 2 experimental and control groups .Both groups were assessed in terms of numerical memory 
using Veksler numerical memory test. The experimental group was subjected to 4-month rhythmic drills .After the study 
completion, both groups were, again, assessed. The results showed that there was a positively significant relationship between 
athletic drills and numerical memory improvement in the subjects. 
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1-Introduction
During the twentieth century the physical sciences converged with biology in transforming the  
Newtonian world machine governed by eternal, universal, and mathematical laws into an evolving-indeed exploding-
cosmos where uncertainty prevails, and human efforts at observation affect what is observed. This brings the 
mathematical sciences closer to the social sciences, and turns history into another kind of black hole from which no 
branch of knowledge can now escape. 
Few historians have so far paid attention to this extraordinary intellectual transformation, but surely it is time for the 
historical profession to broaden its inherited aspiration to achieve "scientific" history through criticism of sources and 
the like, and try to connect human affairs with this revised scientific portrait of evolving reality by fitting the human 
career on earth into its cosmic, biological, and social context. My own ideas of how this might be done are unlikely to 
carry very far, but let me sketch them anyhow in hope of provoking others to do better(3). 
Rhythmic accompaniment to physical education enhances the development of physical skills.    Learning to play an 
instrument enhances fine motor co-ordination.  There may be particular health benefits for singing in relation to the 
immune system, breathing, adopting good posture, improved mood, and stress reduction. The research has been 
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carried out with adults but these benefits could equally apply to children(1). Improvements in brain scanning 
technology and the use that scientists make of it means that our understanding of the learning process is continually 
devloping. While understanding the functions of the brain has many implications for teaching and learning, it is a 
complex and dynamic field of study that can seem daunting. The fast moving nature of our understanding of how the 
brain words has also led to a widespread acceptance of "neuromyths": simplistic and sometimes incorrect 
interpretations of more subtle findings from the research(2) 
2-Methodology
There were 58 students assigned to groups namely-experimental group and control group. Both groups were 
assessed in terms of numerical memory performance through numerical memory test(Vexler).Then ,experimental 
group was exposed to the independent variable for 48 1.5-hour rhythmic athletic drills sessions in which maximum 
60% heart beat was taken into account .Finally, both groups were re-assessed. 
3-Results
There was a significant and positive relationship between rhythmic athletic drills and numerical memory 
improvement in the participants. 
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